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Abstract

Horizontal gene transfer shapes the genomes of prokaryotes by allowing rapid acquisition of novel adaptive functions.
Conjugation allows the broadest range and the highest gene transfer input per transfer event. While conjugative plasmids
have been studied for decades, the number and diversity of integrative conjugative elements (ICE) in prokaryotes remained
unknown. We defined a large set of protein profiles of the conjugation machinery to scan over 1,000 genomes of
prokaryotes. We found 682 putative conjugative systems among all major phylogenetic clades and showed that ICEs are the
most abundant conjugative elements in prokaryotes. Nearly half of the genomes contain a type IV secretion system (T4SS),
with larger genomes encoding more conjugative systems. Surprisingly, almost half of the chromosomal T4SS lack co-
localized relaxases and, consequently, might be devoted to protein transport instead of conjugation. This class of elements
is preponderant among small genomes, is less commonly associated with integrases, and is rarer in plasmids. ICEs and
conjugative plasmids in proteobacteria have different preferences for each type of T4SS, but all types exist in both
chromosomes and plasmids. Mobilizable elements outnumber self-conjugative elements in both ICEs and plasmids, which
suggests an extensive use of T4SS in trans. Our evolutionary analysis indicates that switch of plasmids to and from ICEs were
frequent and that extant elements began to differentiate only relatively recently. According to the present results, ICEs are
the most abundant conjugative elements in practically all prokaryotic clades and might be far more frequently
domesticated into non-conjugative protein transport systems than previously thought. While conjugative plasmids and ICEs
have different means of genomic stabilization, their mechanisms of mobility by conjugation show strikingly conserved
patterns, arguing for a unitary view of conjugation in shaping the genomes of prokaryotes by horizontal gene transfer.
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Introduction

Prokaryotes, both bacteria and archaea, have remarkably plastic

genomes because they can acquire genetic information at high

rates by horizontal transfer from other prokaryotes. This allows

them to adapt rapidly to specific niches and results in large

differences in gene repertoires among closely related strains [1–3].

Three major mechanisms allow gene transfer: natural transfor-

mation, transduction and conjugation. Natural transformation is

controlled by the receptor cell and mostly implicated in DNA

transfer within species leading to allelic recombination [4]. Both

transduction and conjugation are more invasive, since the

recipient has little control over both processes which change gene

repertoires dramatically and allow transfer between distant

lineages. Conjugation, in particular, can lead to the transfer of

very large fractions of genomes and even entire chromosomes in

one single event [5,6]. Several studies suggest that conjugation is

the preponderant mechanism of horizontal gene transfer between

distant lineages [7,8]. Such cross-clade transfer might be at the

origin of the rapid spread of antibiotic resistance through most

major lineages of bacterial pathogens in the last few decades

[2,9,10]. Conjugative elements are also known for encoding other

adaptive traits such as toxins, transporters and many secreted

proteins including enzymes of industrial interest [11,12].

Conjugation involves a relaxase (MOB), which is the key

element in a multiprotein DNA-processing complex, a type IV

secretion system (T4SS) and a type IV coupling protein (T4CP)

(reviewed recently in [13]) (Figure 1). The relaxase binds and nicks

the DNA at the origin of transfer. The relaxase-DNA nucleopro-

tein complex is then coupled to the T4SS by the T4CP. The T4SS

translocates the relaxase-DNA complex through the membrane of

the donor cell delivering it to the cytoplasm of the recipient cell.

The T4SS is a large complex of proteins spanning from the

cytoplasm to the extracellular space, including an ubiquitous

ATPase (VirB4 or TraU), a set of mating-pair formation (MPF)

proteins (from a minimum of 12 to more than 20) that elaborate

the transport channel, as well as a pilus that allows the attachment

to the recipient cell and thereby the translocation of the relaxase-

DNA complex. Protein homology of MPF genes allowed the

clustering of all known proteobacterial T4SS into four groups [14],
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named after one model of each group, the vir system of the Ti

plasmid (MPFT) [15], the F plasmid (MPFF) [16], the R64 IncI

plasmid (MPFI) [17] and the integrative conjugative element (ICE)

ICEHIN1056 (MPFG) [18]. For other taxonomic clades, the genes

associated with the T4SS, apart from VirB4, the T4CP and the

relaxase, are poorly characterized. Once the relaxase-DNA

complex is in the recipient cell, the T4CP translocates the full

DNA and the relaxase ligates the two ends of the DNA into a

single circular molecule. At the final stage of the conjugation

process, the element exists in ssDNA state in both cells and the

hosts’ replication machineries are recruited to replicate them to

reconstitute the original dsDNA molecules [13]. A self-transmis-

sible conjugative element must thus comprise three components:

the relaxase, the T4CP, and the T4SS.

While most described conjugative systems are located in

plasmids, the last decade has seen a growing interest in conjugative

systems integrated in chromosomes (ICEs), which include the so-

called ‘‘conjugative transposons’’ or ‘‘integrated conjugative

plasmids’’ [19,20]. The conjugation of ICEs is poorly documented

but is generally assumed to resemble that of plasmids, with a

preliminary step of excision with circularization and an additional

final step of re-integration in the genome (Figure 1). For these

steps, some ICEs encode supplementary genes resembling those of

temperate phages, e.g. integrases of the lambda tyrosine-

recombinase family [21,22], which have led to their classification

as ‘‘phage-like elements’’. Other ICEs integrate in the chromo-

some, or excise from it, by using other tyrosine-recombinases

[23,24], DDE-transposases [25], serine-recombinases [26] or by

homologous recombination with chromosomal copies of transpos-

able elements [27,28]. Contrary to plasmids, there is little evidence

of ICEs replication in cells (but see, for instance, [29]) so it is often

assumed that they cannot be stably maintained in an extra-

chromosomal state [20]. While ICEs, by definition, are con-

jugative elements, many other mobile elements populate prokary-

otic genomes. Integrative mobilizable elements (IMEs) do not code

for a T4SS but can use one coded by other elements just like

mobilizable plasmids [30,31]. Genomic islands are integrative

elements that can be mobilized by conjugation when they have

compatible origins of transfer [32] or by integrating in conjugative

elements [33]. Yet, like for non-mobilizable plasmids, the exact

mechanism of mobility of most of these elements remains obscure

[34]. Finally, some chromosomes encode T4SS that are not

involved in conjugation but in other processes such as protein

secretion and natural transformation [35,36]. It has been

suggested that these T4SS probably derived from ancestral

conjugative systems [37].

The presence of an ICE can in principle be assessed by the

observation of a conjugative T4SS within a chromosome. Since it

is presently known how to class transmissible plasmids [14], it

should be possible to do the same for ICEs. There are however

important difficulties in this process. First, it is not known if all

Figure 1. Scheme of some essential interactions in the process of ICEs movement. The integration/excision reaction (1) occurs by
recombination across two recombination sites (yellow squares) located at the termini of the inserted element. As a result, a circular (most commonly
non-replicating) DNA molecule is produced. Conjugation (2) is carried out by mobility systems. The relaxase (red circle) cleaves a specific site within
oriT, and this step starts conjugation. The DNA strand that contains the relaxase protein covalently bound to its 59-end is displaced by an ongoing
conjugative DNA replication process (dotted lines). The relaxase interacts with the T4CP (green oval) and then with other components of the T4SS
(blue rectangle). As a result, the relaxase-DNA complex is transported to the recipient cell [13]. Since ICEs are supposed not to replicate
autonomously, the process terminates necessarily by integration of the transferred DNA circle in the recipient chromosome.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1002222.g001

Author Summary

Some mobile genetic elements spread genetic information
horizontally between prokaryotes by conjugation, a
mechanism by which DNA is transferred directly from
one cell to the other. Among the processes allowing
genetic transfer between cells, conjugation is the one
allowing the simultaneous transfer of larger amounts of
DNA and between the least related cells. As such,
conjugative systems are key players in horizontal transfer,
including the transfer of antibiotic resistance to and
between many human pathogens. Conjugative systems
are encoded both in plasmids and in chromosomes. The
latter are called Integrative Conjugative Elements (ICE);
and their number, identity, and mechanism of conjugation
were poorly known. We have developed an approach to
identify and characterize these elements and found more
ICEs than conjugative plasmids in genomes. While both
ICEs and plasmids use similar conjugative systems, there
are remarkable preferences for some systems in some
elements. Our evolutionary analysis shows that plasmid
conjugative systems have often given rise to ICEs and vice
versa. Therefore, ICEs and conjugative plasmids should be
regarded as one and the same, the differences in their
means of existence in cells probably the result of different
requirements for stabilization and/or transmissibility of the
genetic information they contain.

ICE in Prokaryotes
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ICEs conjugate like plasmids. The family of conjugative elements

of ICEHin1056 was proposed to exist exclusively as ICEs [18].

Even though a few rare conjugative plasmids of this family were

subsequently identified [14], there might be other families

exclusive to ICEs. Second, the presence in chromosomes of

T4SS not used for conjugation may obscure the identification of

conjugation systems if no relaxase is present at the locus. Third,

the most conserved proteins involved in conjugation are ATPases.

Finding them in genomes and distinguishing them from other

ATPases is challenging. Fourth, ICEs that are non-functional

because of pseudogenization might be difficult to distinguish from

functional elements.

In this work we present the results of a scan of prokaryotic

genomes for conjugative systems in plasmids and chromosomes

and the subsequent analysis to understand their functional and

evolutionary relations. Previous studies provided precious insights

of ICE evolution by analyzing closely related ICEs [38,39]. Here

we take the complementary approach and aim at the bigger

picture. By searching for conjugative elements in all sequenced

chromosomes and plasmids, we quantify the number of ICEs,

characterize their diversity in terms of mechanism and phyloge-

netic representation, and study their evolution at the light of that

of conjugative plasmids.

Results

Finding the C in ICE
If our assumption that ICEs and plasmids use similar

conjugation machineries is correct we should be able to identify

ICEs by using the sequence information of a large panel of

proteins involved in plasmid conjugation. Previously, we carried

out an analysis of plasmids by performing iterative similarity

searches followed by protein clustering [14], but this approach

poses problems of lack of convergence when using chromosomal

data. Profile hidden Markov models (HMM) can retrieve more

distant similarities than BLAST and do not pose as many

problems of convergence as PSI-BLAST [40]. We therefore built

protein profiles of the major representatives of the conjugation

machinery using the information on proteins used in plasmid

conjugation: relaxases (MOB types), T4CPs and VirB4s (see

Materials and Methods). Additionally, we built profiles for proteins

characteristic of each of the 4 types of T4SS found in plasmids of

proteobacteria (see Materials and Methods). By using this

approach, we did not need to use ad hoc methods to separate the

ATPases (VirB4 and VirD4) because the hits of their profiles did

not cross-match significantly. HMM protein profiles do not use the

information of the new hits to change the protein profiles so they

can be used reproductively upon change of the databank and

independently of any reference dataset. We will soon make all the

protein profiles available to the community by a web server. All

the results of this scan are available in Dataset S1, including

composition of all hits, accession numbers, gene names (with

synonyms), and location in the replicons.

We scanned 3,489 replicons for the presence of conjugative

systems, including 1,207 chromosomes, 891 plasmids sequenced

along with chromosomes (PSC) and 1,391 plasmids that were

sequenced alone, i.e. without the host chromosome(s) (PSA). Our

analysis identified over 7000 proteins with significant matches

(Figure 2). Close co-occurring hits were clustered together and this

allowed the identification of putative T4SS. When a MOB and a

T4CP neighbored a T4SS this locus was regarded as a conjugative

system (see Materials and Methods). Conjugative loci in

chromosomes were named ICEs. Our present results with plasmid

sequences were very similar to those previously published [14] (see

Methods). The comparison between chromosomes and the

accompanying PSC plasmids allows an unbiased quantitative

comparison between plasmids and ICEs in that both sets reflect

the same sampling. Hence, we will show the results on all plasmids

only when explicitly mentioned, otherwise all results concern the

PSC plasmids. If we are correct in assuming homology between

conjugative systems in ICEs and plasmids, we should be able to

detect a large fraction of ICEs in prokaryotic genomes using

information on proteins involved in plasmid conjugation. Indeed,

we checked previously published lists of experimentally studied

ICEs [20,41] and were able to retrieve all for which experimental

validation of mobility by self- conjugation and full sequence data

were available (Table S1). Two mobilizable elements were missed

in our analysis: Tn4555 [42] and NBUI1 [43]. These elements are

mobilizable and have similar relaxases with no homolog in our

genomic bank; as such, we did not include them in our study. We

were thus able to identify all model ICEs in firmicutes (e.g. Tn916),

bacteroides (e.g. CTnBST) and proteobacteria (e.g. SXT, ICE-

Hin1056, ICEclc). The only exceptions were ICEs of actinobac-

teria that use FtsK-based transport systems within multi-cellular

assemblages (e.g. pSAM2) [44,45]. These systems transport

dsDNA not ssDNA between cells within mycelia of some

actinobacteria. As they don’t contain relaxases neither T4SS

these systems were not expected to be found in our analysis.

Overall, these results indicate that using the accumulated body of

knowledge on plasmid conjugation we can extensively identify and

class ICEs.

The prevalence of conjugative systems
Within the analyzed 1,124 complete prokaryotic genomes,

which included the 1,207 chromosomes and their accompanying

891 PSC plasmids, we identified 335 putative ICEs and 180

putative conjugative plasmids. Additionally, we found 402

relaxases in chromosomes lacking neighboring T4SS. If these

correspond to IMEs, the estimate of the ratio of conjugative over

mobilizable elements both in chromosomes (ICE/IME = 0.83) as

in PSC plasmids (ratio = 0.96) is approximately similar and lower

than 1, suggesting that mobilization in trans is frequent in natural

populations.

Naturally, mobilization in trans of an IME can only occur if the

host genome encodes somewhere else a T4SS with the ability to

build a compatible conjugative pilus. The frequency with which

conjugative systems exist in prokaryotic cells is high. Overall,

almost half of the genomes contain a T4SS, either in an ICE

(18%), a conjugative plasmid (12%) or a T4SS without an

accompanying relaxase (18%). Unfortunately, at this stage we

cannot infer computationally if a given T4SS can mobilize another

given mobilizable element in trans. Furthermore, we do not really

know how often a T4SS is capable of mobilizing DNA in trans.

Several T4SS that lack neighboring MOB and are involved in

protein transport have this ability, e.g. the dot/icm system of

Legionella pneumophila [46]. The Bartonella tribocorum T4SS can also

complement deficiencies in the conjugative system of plasmid

R388 [47,48]. Further experimental work is required to assess the

generality of these observations. An IME or mobilizable plasmid

arriving at a cell has a probability of 30% of finding a conjugative

element at the time of arrival. Naturally, given the high flux of

these elements, if the mobilizable element remains long enough in

the cell it will likely co-reside with a conjugative element.

The probability that a cell harbors a conjugative element at a

given moment depends on genome size (Figure 3). Small genomes

rarely contain ICEs or conjugative plasmids, whereas large

genomes often do so. This fits the common assumption that

prokaryotes with smaller genomes engage more rarely in

ICE in Prokaryotes
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horizontal transfer. Nevertheless, several small genomes contain

conjugative systems, as previously described for Rickettsia [49] and

tenericutes [50]. Some T4SS have been present in the genomes of

rickettsiales for a long period of time and their genomic

organization is scattered, i.e. conjugation-related genes are not

necessarily found in one single cluster [51]. We used the available

literature to annotate these cases [51]. Analysis of the genomes of

other proteobacteria suggests that this situation is relatively rare

and that most conjugative systems are coded at one single cluster,

which is required to ensure mobility of the locus upon transfer to a

new recipient cell.

ICEs are everywhere
Using the method explained above we could make the first

large-scale quantification of the abundance and diversity of ICEs

among prokaryotes. We found ICEs in all bacterial clades where

occurrences have been described previously, including the five

major branches (a,b,c,e,d) of proteobacteria, the bacteroidetes,

and the firmicutes (Figure 4). In bacteroidetes, as well as in a- and

b-proteobacteria, more than 50% of the available genomes

contain at least one ICE. The other groups show relatively fewer

ICEs, with these elements present in less than 30% of the genomes.

We only found one ICE in archaea—in Aciduliprofundum boonei—

and one conjugative PSC plasmid—plasmid pNG500 in Haloarcula

marismortui. Yet, we found both in chromosomes and in plasmids

many bona fide homologs of VirB4, often associated with a T4CP. It

is possible that unknown relaxases exist in archaea, since

conjugative plasmids are known in this clade and were included

in our dataset [52,53]. In actinobacteria, we found many MOB,

but few T4SS or T4CP, both in plasmids and chromosomes. The

rarity of T4SS in this clade could be explained by the alternative

modes for DNA transfer within mycelia. Yet, elements in

actinobacteria that are classed as mobilizable because they encode

a relaxase presumably need a T4CP and T4SS to transfer as we

know of no experimental evidence of functional interactions

between relaxases and FtsK-based systems. Therefore, the number

Figure 2. Methods and results of the identification pipeline. Upper. Diagram of the method used in the detection of the major
representatives of the conjugation machinery: VirB4, T4CP, relaxases (rel) and the T4SS type-specific products. From expert datasets for the different
proteins, we made multiple alignments and built HMM profiles that were used to scan chromosomes and plasmids. The numbers correspond to the
number of hits. Lower. We then clustered co-localizing genes that are found within a maximum distance of 60 ORFs. A cluster containing a VirB4, a
T4CP and a relaxase is considered as a putative conjugative system (CONJ). A cluster containing a VirB4 (plus or minus T4CP) but lacking a relaxase is
considered as a putative protein-exporting T4SS. A cluster containing a relaxase but lacking a VirB4 is considered as a mobilizable element (MOB). The
table shows the number of each type of clusters.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1002222.g002

ICE in Prokaryotes
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of conjugative systems in the clade still seems surprisingly low. Low

sequence similarity is unlikely to be responsible for the lack of

identifiable T4SS in actinobacteria since we can uncover distant

homologs of VirB4 in all major clades of prokaryotes and we can

even indentify by sequence similarity paralogous functionally

unrelated ATPases. We found ICEs and conjugative plasmids in

cyanobacteria. We had previously failed to do so [14], but the new

protein profiles we built are more sensitive and show that this clade

also contains conjugative systems both in plasmids and in

chromosomes (to be published elsewhere). Additionally, we found

ICEs in acidobacteria, in fusobacteria and one conjugative

plasmid in chlorobi (pPAES01). In short, all clades with a

significant number of sequenced genomes contain conjugative

systems showing the ubiquity of this DNA transfer mechanism in

the prokaryotic world.

ICEs are more numerous than conjugative plasmids
While few ICEs have been experimentally studied in terms of

conjugation, we found large numbers of them in the genomes of

prokaryotes. Importantly, we found 86% more ICEs than

conjugative plasmids (Figure 2 and Figure 3, p,0.001, binomial

test). It should be emphasized that this is contrary to the expected

if our method was biased, since we use information on plasmid

conjugation systems to identify ICEs, not the other way around.

Conjugative plasmids have been most thoroughly studied in

proteobacteria whereas ICEs were discovered first in bacteroidetes

and in firmicutes [54]. There is thus often a tendency to consider

that conjugative plasmids are prevalent in proteobacteria and

ICEs in the other two clades. Indeed, the preponderance of ICEs

over conjugative plasmids varies between clades (Figure 4). In

firmicutes and bacteroidetes ICEs do represent respectively 84%

and 81% of all conjugative elements, while in proteobacteria ICEs

only slightly outnumber conjugative plasmids. We identified no

conjugative PSC plasmid within actinobacteria. Cyanobacteria

were the only clade for which we found more conjugative plasmids

(11) than ICEs (4). While we found conjugative plasmids in several

different genera of cyanobacteria (Cyanothece, Nostoc, Anabaena,

Acaryochloris), we only found ICEs in Cyanothece. Besides confirming

the preconception that, in bacteroidetes and firmicutes, ICEs

outnumber conjugative plasmids, we show that prevalence of ICEs

over conjugative plasmids is almost general. ICEs might be more

abundant in the analyzed genomes because of sequencing biases.

First, certain sequencing projects might have ignored the

sequencing of plasmids. Second, if ICEs are more stable in

genomes than plasmids, bacterial culturing might induce a bias

towards the over-representation of ICEs. In any case, our results

clearly demonstrate that ICEs are a significant fraction of all

conjugative elements in prokaryotes.

We next investigated if conjugation systems in plasmids and

ICEs are of similar types. For this, we divided the conjugative

systems found in proteobacteria into the four different archetypes:

MPFF, MPFT, MPFI and MPFG. MPFT conjugative pili are short

and thick, mate essentially in solid media and include elements

such as CTn4371 [55] and MlSymR7A [56]. MPFT are equally

distributed, in relative terms, among conjugative plasmids and

ICEs (Figure 4). Interestingly this is not the case for the other

mating types that show significantly different frequencies among

plasmids and ICEs (p,0.001, x2 test). MPFF, which have long

flexible pili, mate efficiently in solid and liquid, and include the

SXT family [39]. These pili are rare among ICEs, whereas they

are the second most frequent type in plasmids. On the other hand,

the MPFG pili have only been described to mate in solid surfaces

[18] and are found essentially among ICEs, e.g. the clc or

pKLC102 elements of Pseudomonas [57,58]. We found few MPFI

systems in plasmids and even fewer in chromosomes. The latter

were essentially found in the dot/icm systems of Legionella and

Coxiella, where only the latter encode a MOB close to the T4SS. As

a result, MPF types known to mate in liquid are under-represented

in ICEs relative to plasmids.

Co-occurrence of ICEs in genomes
We then analyzed the co-occurrence of ICEs in a given genome.

Conjugative plasmids rarely code for two T4SS and, when they

do, they tend to have multiple MPFT [14]. We found 73

chromosomes encoding multiple ICEs and 32 genomes containing

multiple conjugative plasmids. We found all MPF types in multiple

Figure 3. Percentage of genomes containing T4SS in function
of genome size. Red: MOBless T4SS clusters T4SS+MOB-, Blue: ICE,
Green: conjugative plasmids.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1002222.g003

Figure 4. Distribution of ICEs and conjugative plasmids in the
different groups of the VirB4 phylogenetic tree. (See also
Figure 6.) The VirB4 families correspond to the four previously described
proteobacterial MPF types (T, G, F and I) plus four additional families,
associated with either host phyla (bacteroidetes, cyanobacteria) or
mixtures of phyla (FA = firmicutes plus actinobacteria) or FATA
(firmicutes, actinobacteria, tenericutes and archaea).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1002222.g004

ICE in Prokaryotes
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copies, except for MPFI in chromosomes and MPFG in plasmids,

but this could result from their rarity. A striking previously

described case concerns Orientia tsutsugamushi genomes, which

contain a large number of conjugation-related genes in clusters

that for the most part present evidence of pseudogenization [59]. It

is unclear in this case how many effective conjugation systems are

encoded in the chromosome, but we could identify 5 complete

clusters of MPFF. In our dataset the largest number of intact ICEs

(seven) was found in Bordetella petrii DSM 12804 (which comprises

both MPFT and MPFG elements) and in the firmicute Clostridium

difficile 630. The genome of Agrobacterium vitis S4 contains the

largest number of conjugative plasmids (4, all MPFT). In summary,

conjugative systems in chromosomes and plasmids co-occur and

sometimes in large numbers. This is expected, since each ICE is an

independent element. This suggests that different types of T4SS

can co-exist in a functional state in the cell. Discrimination

between T4SS could be achieved by the specificity of the T4CP.

Alternatively, one could imagine that in some cases conjugative

elements also use T4SS encoded in trans.

MOBless T4SS
One major surprising finding of this work was the high number

of T4SS lacking nearby relaxases and thus not classed as ICEs

(Figure 2). We can explain these findings in three different ways: as

an artifact, as an indication of unknown relaxases or as evidence of

high frequency of T4SS not involved in conjugation. Artifacts can

occur in our analysis in several ways. First, one might have found

many false positives in the detection of VirB4. This is unlikely

because in proteobacteria (33% of MOBless T4SS), we find

MOBless virB4 genes neighboring other type-specific genes of

T4SS (92 out of 109 clusters). This shows that in the vast majority

of cases the virB4 assignment in MOBless T4SS is correct. In the

17 remaining cases we almost always find at least one T4SS

specific gene neighboring the MOBless virB4 gene (16 out of 17

cases), but not enough to make it a valid cluster, suggesting that

these loci correspond to inactive T4SS ongoing genetic degrada-

tion. Second, we might be failing to identify a large number of

homologous T4CP or MOB in conjugative systems and this might

lead to the misclassification of these clusters as MOBless T4SS.

Yet, this does not fit the remaining observations: that MOBless

T4SS are much more abundant in chromosomes than in plasmids

and that we are able to identify VirB4, T4CP and MOB in clades

distant from proteobacteria. All these pieces of evidence advocate

against the hypothesis that the large number of MOBless T4SS is a

consequence of methodological artifacts.

We showed above that the abundance of ICEs and conjugative

plasmids depends strongly on genome size and that small genomes

are practically devoid of conjugative systems (Figure 3). The

distribution of MOBless T4SS is very different since these elements

are abundant in small genomes and their frequency practically does

not change with genome size (Figure 3). Small genomes tend to

correspond to bacterial pathogens, and many of these are known to

use T4SS to secrete proteins into the host cells for their subversion.

T4SSs used for protein transport, as opposed to conjugation, have

been described in strains of Bartonella, Brucella, Bordetella, the

Legionellales, Helicobacter, and the Rickettsiales [46,60–64]. Out of

the 109 MOBless T4SS in proteobacteria, 77 are indeed found

among these clades reinforcing the speculation that MOBless T4SS

do often correspond to protein secretion systems. If so, this would

include MPFF elements, not known before to be recruited for that,

and several clades of environmental prokaryotes, which so far were

not known to carry such protein transport systems.

We have not yet done the precise delimitation of ICEs in

genomes. Yet, we already carried out a preliminary analysis of the

integrases co-localizing with the T4SSs to check for differences

between ICEs and MOBless T4SSs. As described above, most

ICEs include a tyrosine or serine recombinase and only a minority

of well-characterized elements integrate by other means. There-

fore the conjugation systems we identify in genomes are expected

to have neighboring integrases. Co-localization of MOBless T4SS

with integrases is expected under a number of situations: (i) if the

protein secretion system is in a mobile element itself, as is

frequently the case for T3SS [65,66]; (ii) if it represents an element

undergoing genetic degradation is which the relaxase was

inactivated but not the integrase nor the T4SS genes; (iii) or if

the genes encoding the T4SS happen to be near an unrelated

mobile element. Yet, since integration is strictly necessary for ICE,

we did expect to find more integrases neighboring the T4SS of

ICE than those of MOBless T4SS. Using the PFAM domains

(PF00589 for the tyrosine recombinases; PF07508 and PF00239

for serine recombinases), we found that within proteobacteria 87%

of the ICEs and 50% of the MOBless T4SSs have a neighboring

integrase distant no more than 60 genes from the conjugation-

related genes. The difference is highly significant (p,0.001,

binomial test) and suggests that MOBless T4SS are indeed

intrinsically different from ICEs. We then analyzed the other

clades to see if their MOBless T4SS were more frequently

neighboring integrases since that could be the sign of the presence

of unnoticed relaxases in these poorly studied genomes. We found

that 90% of the ICEs and 56% of the MOBless T4SS in these

other clades contain an integrase, within a distance of less than 60

genes, which is very close to the values found in proteobacteria.

These results are consistent with intrinsic functional differences

between the T4SS of ICEs and the MOBless T4SS.

Finally, we analyzed the co-occurrence of relaxases with T4SS

in ICEs (Figure 5). Many MOB/MPF combinations are found

among conjugative elements. This suggests that the MOB and

MPF modules can shuffle over long evolutionary distances.

However, there are some expected relevant associations between

MPF and MOB, e.g. MPFT with MOBP or MPFF with MOBF as

suggested by their frequent association in conjugative plasmids

[14,67]. Among less studied groups, MOBB is specific of

bacteroidetes and MPFG only use one type of relaxase, MOBH

(58 cases in chromosomes and 2 in plasmids). It is therefore

possible that some sub-types of T4SS use yet unknown relaxases.

Figure 5. Distribution of the different MOB families among
clades. (See also Figure 6.) The figure shows the percentage of each
MOB type (color code at the right) associated to each MPF type.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1002222.g005
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In particular, it is tempting to suggest that this is the case in

archaea where we find very few relaxases.

Evolutionary interplay between ICE and plasmids
As conjugation is an agent of horizontal transfer, and some very

broad range plasmids have been described, one might expect little

concordance between the phylogeny of VirB4 and that of the 16S

rDNA. Yet, in plasmids it was found that large clades within

bacteria corresponded to large clades in VirB4 with little apparent

transfer between domains [14]. To check that similar results are

still valid when using the information on ICEs and the new data on

cyanobacteria and bacteroidetes, we made a phylogenetic analysis

of the only ubiquitous element of T4SS: VirB4 (see Materials and

Methods). This tree was built using a non-redundant subset of

proteins and shows several remarkable things (Figure 6). First,

MPF classification within proteobacteria remains meaningful,

since the four types (F, G, I, T) are found in four monophyletic

groups that exhibit strong support values. Both cyanobacteria and

bacteroidetes form monophyletic clades, suggesting lack of

significant transfer of conjugative systems between these and

other clades since their divergence. This is consistent with their

specific relaxases: MOBV is mainly found in cyanobacteria and

MOBB is only found in bacteroidetes (Figure 5). Firmicutes and

actinobacteria (FA in Figure 6), on one side, and firmicutes,

actinobacteria, tenericutes and archaea (FATA in Figure 6), on the

other, form the two remaining clades, but inside these groups one

still finds mostly monophyletic clades. Thus, while elements

propagating by means of conjugation systems are the most

promiscuous known agents of horizontal transfer, the evolution of

these systems does not show signs of frequent transfer of mobility

backbone modules between types.

The existence of every type of T4SS in both chromosomes and

plasmids of proteobacteria, albeit at very diverse frequencies,

suggest that conjugative plasmids and ICEs have exchanged T4SS

along their evolutionary history. To test this, we marked in the

phylogenetic tree of VirB4 the respective genes that were encoded

in chromosomes and in plasmids. An example for the MPFT is

presented in Figure 6. If ICEs were derived from conjugative

plasmids, then one would expect large monophyletic clades of

ICEs, indicating creation of the ICE, and clades devoid of ICEs,

indicating lack of creation within the lineage. Furthermore, one

would see evidence of plasmids as ancestral traits in the tree. If

conjugative plasmids were derived from ICEs then the opposite

picture should arise. The data presented in this work is not

suggestive of any of these scenarii. Conjugative plasmids and ICEs

(or chromosomal T4SS lacking nearby MOB) are intermingled

along the whole tree (data not shown). At closer phylogenetic

distances, i.e. the comparisons including the 15% of the tree closest

to the tips, we do observe that the most similar VirB4 of an ICE is

in general a VirB4 from another ICE and the reciprocal occurs for

conjugative plasmids (Figure 7). We found 5 pairs of VirB4

encoded in different types of replicons that are distant by less than

1% in the tree. In three of the cases they are in a chromosome of

one species and in a plasmid of another species within

enterobacteria. Hence, at short evolutionary distances, plasmids

and ICEs are indeed distinguishable. Yet, at slightly larger

distances this signal quickly disappears and the ICEs and

conjugative plasmids are perfectly mixed. The resulting picture

is that one finds ICEs resembling much more some conjugative

plasmids than other ICEs. For the most part of the evolutionary

history of conjugation, ICEs have probably been converted to and

from plasmids. As conjugative systems of both plasmids and ICEs

shared most of their evolutionary history, they should be regarded

as one and the same.

Discussion

In this work we present the results of a semi-automatic method

to detect conjugation-associated mobility systems not only in

plasmids but also in chromosomes. This analysis paves the way for

a systematic quantification of conjugation systems in prokaryotic

genomes and in metagenomic data. When coupled with the

detection of integration junctions (work in progress) it will also

allow to analyze the gene repertoires of ICEs, and evaluate the

evolutionary interplay between ICEs, conjugative plasmids and

phages. Therefore, our present results only concern the C part of

Figure 6. Phylogenetic analysis of a non-redundant subset of
VirB4 proteins (only one protein per cluster of proteins .90%
identical was used). Top: phylogeny of VirB4 with groups cartooned
together. Bootstrap values above 75% are depicted. Bottom: phylogeny
of VirB4 within MPFT (in gray an outgroup to root the tree) with an
indication if the gene is encoded in a chromosome (black circles) or in a
plasmid (red).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1002222.g006
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ICEs and conjugative plasmids. In the case of ICEs, this only gives

an indication of their position in genomes, but not of their limits.

ICEs can be very large (more than 500 kb for ICEMlSymR71 of

Mesorhizobium loti [56]). Since the size of the C part is more or less

constant, the variations in ICEs size will reveal the cargo genes

they contain, much like for plasmids. The next step of this work

will thus be to delimit ICEs within genomes in order to study the

genes they carry. Our quantitative analysis shows that conjugative

systems are more likely to be found in larger genomes. This fits the

current assumption that larger genomes engage more frequently in

horizontal gene transfer. The study of the cargo genes will help to

quantify and qualify the role of ICEs in the functional

diversification of prokaryotes.

Our analysis of MOBless T4SS in proteobacteria strongly

suggests that many of these are involved in protein transport and

not in conjugation. First, besides the archaeal clade, the relative

frequency of these elements is similar in well-studied and poorly

studied clades, suggesting this is not a methodological bias.

Second, small genomes show abundant MOBless T4SS but

practically no conjugative systems. This is in agreement with the

utilization of MOBless T4SS in small genomes of pathogenic

bacteria and in disagreement with the hypothesis that MOBless

T4SSs are ICEs with unknown relaxases. Third, ICEs contain a

significantly larger fraction of neighbouring integrases than

MOBless T4SSs, both in proteobacteria and in the other clades.

Fourth, a large fraction of the MOBless T4SSs in proteobacteria

indeed corresponds to experimentally verified protein secretion

systems or to orthologous systems in closely related genomes. If

most MOBless T4SSs are indeed protein secretion systems, our

results suggest that these systems are more frequent than

previously suspected. Unexpectedly, many environmental bac-

teria have MOBless T4SSs, e.g. Caulobacter, Thermoanaerobacter or

cyanobacteria. Protein secretion systems in these bacteria might

be involved in antagonistic interactions with grazing protozoa, as

was proposed for T3SS [68]. They could also be involved in

protein transport, not associated with conjugation, or signaling

interactions with other bacteria. To the best of our knowledge

these functions have not yet been proposed for MOBless T4SSs.

However, since conjugation is a form of protein secretion

between prokaryotic cells, the evolution of a T4SS towards

protein secretion between prokaryotes seems simpler than the

evolution required to some of its other known functions, such as

evolution into protein secretion into eukaryotic cells, or DNA

uptake in H. pylori. Interestingly, Agrobacterium tumefaciens vir

system exports both proteins and DNA at the time of

conjugation of T-DNA into plants [69]. Protein secretion by

MOBless T4SS might therefore be simple to evolve from a

conjugative system.

We find that ICEs and conjugative plasmids use similar T4SS,

but at different frequencies, especially concerning MPFF, which

are more abundant in plasmids, and MPFG, which are present

almost exclusively under the form of ICEs. The reasons for these

preferences are puzzling and might be clarified by a better

understanding of the conjugation mechanisms of Conjugation of

ICEs is often assumed to take the same path as that of plasmids,

once the element is excised and circularized. Differences in the two

processes at the initial or final stages of conjugation might explain

why one finds an enormous over-representation of ICEs in some

clades whereas in cyanobacteria we find more conjugative

plasmids.

Looking at the evolutionary relationships between ICEs and

conjugative plasmids, we observed a close interplay between them

in that the deepest clades in the VirB4 tree contain both types of

elements. This strongly suggests that plasmids often become ICEs,

and/or vice-versa. A plasmid might become an ICE upon

acquisition of an integrase, e.g. from a phage, a genomic island

or another ICE, although this is not strictly necessary, as

documented in the Introduction. In fact, many plasmids contain

some type of recombinase that could mediate site-specific

integration or some type of DNA repeats that might allow

integration by homologous recombination. Conversely, an ICE

might become a plasmid upon acquisition of a REP system.

Interestingly, some ICEs do contain REP systems (e.g. ICEBs1

[29]).

In conclusion, our results suggest that plasmids and ICEs might

be just the two faces shown by a very similar type of element. One

can speculate that plasmids disseminate to bacterial species in

which they can replicate and to others in which they cannot. If the

selection pressure for the presence of the element is high enough,

the preservation of the element might be favored by its integration

in the chromosome. This process can occur forwards and

backwards so that we do not observe a terminal specialization

between both types of element for some time. But certainly some

ICEs end up stabilizing as chromosomal structures that remain as

such for evolutionary long periods of time. What are the

circumstances that drive them one way or another is a relevant

question that remains to be answered.

Figure 7. Analysis of phylogenetic associations between
conjugative systems. The x-axis represents the pairwise evolutionary
distances between VirB4 proteins (as taken from the tree in Figure 6).
The histogram represents the counts in each bin of evolutionary
distance (e.g. 5488 comparisons for proteins at an evolutionary distance
less than 1). The line represents the frequency with which each of the
two VirB4s at a given evolutionary distance belong to the same type of
replicon, i.e. a plasmid or a chromosome. The line is a spline fit on the
graph of pairwise evolutionary distances versus the frequency with
each the two VirB4 are in the same type of replicon (i.e. both
chromosomal or both plasmidic). For closely related sequences
(smallest distances), the y-value is close to 100%, indicating that
sequences belong to the same type of replicon. When the distance
increases, the variable falls to 50%, indicating that the probability of
finding a pair of VirB4 at these evolutionary distances in two
chromosomes or in two plasmids is the same to that of finding them
in a pair constituted by one ICE and one conjugative plasmid.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.1002222.g007
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Materials and Methods

Data
Data on complete prokaryotic chromosomes and plasmids was

taken from Genbank Refseq (ftp://ftp.ncbi.nih.gov/genomes/

Bacteria/). This data included 1,207 chromosomes, 891 plasmids

associated with the chromosomes and 1,391 plasmids that were

sequenced independently. We used the annotations of the

Genbank files, removed all pseudogenes and all proteins with

inner stop codons. The data on proteins of plasmid conjugation

systems were taken from [14]. The following protein families

were considered. Relaxases (see [67] for a description of each

family, except MOBB, and MOBT): MOBT (corresponding to

protein Q47728 of Enterococcus faecalis conjugative transposon

Tn916 Orf20 [70]), MOBB (corresponding to mobilization

protein B of Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron VPI-5482 [71]), MOBV,

MOBQ, MOBP, MOBH, MOBF, MOBC. Major ATPases:

VirB4 and TraU. T4CP: VirD4. MPFF: TraLEKVCWUcNHD.

MPFT: VirB3689. MPFI: TraIKLMNPQRWY. MPFG: p31,

p35, p41, p44, p51, p52.

Construction of protein profiles
We took the data published previously [14], and for each

protein family we repeated the analysis in that paper, i.e. we did

PSI-BLAST of each key protein on chromosomes and plasmids

and clustered the resulting proteins by MCL. This approach failed

to produce good results because PSI-BLAST often did not

converge in the searches made in chromosomes. For example,

the searches for ATPases tend to put together many different

ATPases of prokaryotes rendering their accurate separation

difficult. We have thus used a different approach. For each

protein family uncovered in our previous analysis of plasmids we

did the following: (i) We carried out a multiple alignment with

MUSCLE [72] and built a phylogenetic tree using PHYML [73].

With these two pieces of evidence we removed the very few cases

of extreme divergence, the proteins that were too short and the

proteins that were too long (typically false positives, fusions or

fissions of proteins motivated by sequencing errors or pseudogen-

ization). (ii) We built multiple alignments with MUSCLE of the

selected proteins, checked manually the alignments and trimmed

them to remove poorly aligned regions at the edges, if relevant.

The C-terminal regions of MOB alignments were systematically

trimmed, as suggested previously [67]. The alignment of the T4CP

family showed two conserved regions separated by a region that

aligned poorly. As a result, we split this alignment in two and made

separate profiles with the two conserved regions. In general the

two profiles were found together but only the second was found to

be present in all conjugative elements apart some of those of the

Tn916 family. These latter T4CP showed poor matches to the

general T4CP profiles and we built one specific profile for this

family. (iii) We used HMMER 3.0 to build protein profiles from

the manually curated multiple alignments.

Detection of elements of conjugative systems
We scanned the plasmid and chromosome sequences using the

protein profiles and hmmsearch from HMMER 3.0 (http://

hmmer.janelia.org/). Since this version of the program only does

local alignment, we filtered the hits using a criterion of alignment

size. In particular, we ignored all proteins that had a hit to the

protein profile covering less than half of its length. Furthermore,

we only kept for further analysis the proteins with at least one hit

to the profile with a c-value ,0.01. We then checked that the

profiles matched significantly all the proteins in the protein

families that originated the profile itself. Having thus obtained the

hits of each gene in each replicon we analyzed them for cross-hits,

i.e. proteins that matched significantly more than one profile.

Some protein families with evidence of significant, albeit often

weak, sequence similarity include VirB4 and TraU, VirB4 and

T4CP and several of the MOB families. Proteins that hit

significantly two families showed much better score to one family

than to the other and we classed them using this information. A

particular case concerns the hits between VirB3 and VirB4, since

we often found these proteins as a fusion in one single peptide

among MPFT. In this case we matched the two profiles and

accounted the VirB4 profile for the possible presence of a T4SS

and the VirB3 to its classification as an MPFT.

Identification of loci implicated in conjugation
With the list of hits of each protein family we identified the

putative conjugation loci. For this, we mapped the hits in replicons

and clustered them together when they were encoded in the same

region (less than 60 genes apart). Clusters of hits were defined

transitively, i.e. they are successions of hits spaced by less than 60

genes. In practice, the clusters tend to be much smaller because the

T4SS genes are coded in one or a few contiguous operons and the

T4CP and the MOB also tend to be close. However, since ICE

integrate from a circular form in chromosomes, the integration

can lead to positioning of hits in opposite ends of the element,

sometimes separating the MOB from the T4SS. We therefore

checked by hand all occurrences of pairs of clusters that were

between 60 and 100 genes apart. In the few cases where the

clusters had complementary genes and where intervening genes

did not correspond to prokaryotic housekeeping functions we put

the clusters together. Protein export T4SS of Rickettsiales have been

conserved for some time in these genomes and their genes have

been scattered on the chromosome [51]. These clusters were

reconstructed manually. We finally classified proteobacteria

clusters using the 4 MPF types previously described [14]. A type

is attributed to a cluster if the cluster contains at least 5, 4, 4, and 3

type-specific genes respectively for MPFF, MPFG, MPFI, MPFT.

Tests
We made our initial analysis with HMMER 2.0 and then shifted

to 3.0 because it is much faster. Yet, HMMER 3.0 only does local

alignment and we tested if the HMMER 3.0 hits matching more

than 50% of the domain were the same as the hits of the glocal

approach in HMMER 2.0 (alignment local on the protein and

global on the profile). We found that over 95% of the hits were

retrieved by both approaches independently of the protein.

We then compared the results obtained on plasmids with this

method and those from the previous study using PSI-BLAST

+MCL [14]. Among the 250 conjugative plasmids that were

previously identified, 241 have also been found by our new

approach. There are some MOBs found by BLAST for which the

HMMER local alignment was too short to pass our length

criterion. The new procedure detected 97 conjugative plasmids

that were missed by the previous one, e.g. due to the new hits

among cyanobacteria that our previous approach missed.

Phylogenetic inference
We made two types of phylogenetic analyses: (i) As a control for

the presence of spurious elements in protein families. In this case

we did maximum likelihood trees based on JTT model with

PHYML [73]. (ii) To build the phylogenetic tree of VirB4. In this

case to obtain a more accurate phylogeny we first aligned the

proteins using MUSCLE [72] with default parameters as

implemented in SeaView [74]. We removed all columns of the

alignment containing more than 80% of gaps, and all the
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sequences that were more than 90% identical with another one in

the alignment. We then tested the different protein models

implemented in RAxML 7.2.7 [75] and chose the GTRGAMMA

model since it gave the best likelihood. We built the tree by

executing 100 replicates and keeping the best; we inferred 1000

bootstrap trees to obtain the confidence values of each node.

Supporting Information

Dataset S1 Excel file with all identified clusters in three sheets: i)

clusters in chromosomes; ii) clusters in plasmids sequenced with the

chromosome; iii) other plasmids; iv–vi) all proteins with hits, genome

position and synonyms. Brief description of the meaning of the

different columns (with one example taken from first line of first sheet

‘‘Chrom’’). 1) Accession number in GenBank (NC_008752), replicon

(Acidovorax_avenae_subsp._citrulli_AAC00-1,_complete_genome._),

clade (Proteobacteria), restricted clade (Betaproteobacteria), replicon

type (circular), replicon size (5352772), number of genes in replicon

(4709), presence or absence of T4SS (T4SS), conjugative/mobiliz-

able/non-mobilizable(CONJ), MPF type (G), class including whether

it contains T4SS, T4CP, relaxase and MPF type followed by an

identification number (T4SS_T4CP_MOB_G_2), start and end of

cluster in genome (in terms of genes) (478 and 556). This is followed by

a list of columns with the hits for each profile. These hits are under the

form e.g. virb4@ACAV001c01_004910&0.81018&3.4e-86, where

virb4 is the profile for VirB4, followed by the gene name and the

c-value of the hmmer hit. Some cells contain multiple entries

corresponding to multiple hits. When the profile was not hit it only

shows the profile name, e.g. MOBC. The MPF specific profiles are

indicated in the form MPFtype_profile, e.g. F_traW for the TraW of

MPFF plasmid profile.

(XLS)

Table S1 List of experimentally studied ICEs and the results of

our detection procedure on these elements.

(DOC)
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